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[~ Native Messac chat349746490644390970 

7i! 3, ’2021~ 8:14, A!V~ 

Why is ~on? 

8: ! 5 AM 

Don’t know 

8:34 AM 

Did not invite him but he asked which means he still has access to my calendar 

9:44. ~’ ~1~ 

When I am gone ~would like number of fires in north region for day before. Just to help us out if 
we need it. 

9:59 AM 

10:00 AfVi 

That includes Sierra. I need to vent later about my 1930-2000 call last night 

! 0: 01 A M 

We’re here for ya 

!0:02 AM 

How about olf. Do we have six? Or should we go for 4Ihad some other requests. Any 
rin(          beside you 

10:03 ~, ~1~ 

Just tell me if you want me to reach out to a few ringers and I will 

!0,u~ AM 

/gave me 6 so I figured you,~ and me, and ringer or two or we add another PSS? 
Just need names 

10:30 ~, ~1~ 

While I realize the Bay Area folks should not have an issue with this. Some of our OES folks are 
on significant fires (Lassen & Plumas) and some are on IMT teams. With a short turnaround and 
now they want us to throw down our OES folks if they done complete a PGE assignment seems 
like a recipe for failure. Best case scenario is we piss off our OES folks. 

1 ! : 03 AM 

Yes we do. Why do you think I brought up the date. CPUC issue. Remind them CPUC 

! 1:04. AM 

Also,I is primary on this and will get the invite to read slides witI 

PG E-DIXI E-N DCAL-000021810 



! !:12 AM 

Uh, uh, oh yeah! 

! 1:12 Ai~,4 

Think DLT was supposed to send out 

11 :i 5 AM 

Wow...that was a classic PG&E conference call. So dynamic! 

2:4.2 Pivi 

I think I already know the answer. Did your friend send you back, from you request, the lesson 
plan/agenda for next weeks classes??? 

3:22 PM 

Nope 

6:51 PM 

This is ridiculous...l’ve received 3 phone calls from the HAWC supervisors on this Dixie Fire north 
of the Cresta Dam stating that executive is absolutely freaking out over this Dixie Fire. I told them if 
we’re not freaked out, they shouldn’t be freaked out! Oh, and rarely do we ever get freaked out! ~ 

7:02 PM 

Yea. I told ~ you were all over it with ~ 

7:33 PlV! 

PG E-DIXI E-N DCAL-000021811 


